Dear [Name],

I received your kind letter this day which I was very glad to hear from you and more than glad indeed. I am ever glad to hear that you pass the winter in good health as I feared that I would not be able to write any more letters from this part of the country which are patronized by your letter and found me enjoying good health as ever left here. I wrote to you when I came to this Buffalo town and am not mistaken, we moved the same day that you wrote this letter which was the first day of July that year. I hope this finds you well and that you have been in good health all the time. I am in good health myself and I hope to see you soon.
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of these we have had 1 very few men wounded in this fight. in our brigade I believe at least 40 men killed. He was killed by ours own men. They fired in ours... and they, O mother, the heat is. What troubles me down there are talk I don't it being hot my mouth it and know comparison to what it is down there there has been lots of men and more marching from miles and there lots of them one day they can sit out of over regiment fell at me it was tough that is but doing little are standing the worst of all is matter that is doing scarce some places are couldn't get better for eight miles the sound of the matter is distant another it is tough but it is nothing. After a man gets
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well it wasn't so much for me I had a charge to write to dear ones and I think it is a loss to the army as for the enemy he gives me six weeks and that is all. My mother I think the same as long as he ever don't you never giving them fits. All aboard and I think it is in review to be lost but Richmon and the audience the news are and here the Richmond our taken but I don't know if it has been taken so many times that I don't believe it any more when they it is taken. We can hear much news down here where we are.

I would give most any thing for you to hear him. I am told that our girl is to come over now back to Kentucky in less than a week but I can't say under grant gone to Ldon. I hear Mr. Jones will come up to look at John and the other Chosen. I don't think I could write as I am. I have my respects to you, Ldon's good.